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In this article we revisit the concept of Wang tiles and introduce corner tiles, square tiles with colored corners. During past years,
Wang tiles have become a valuable tool in computer graphics. Important applications of Wang tiles include texture synthesis, tilebased texture mapping, and generating Poisson disk distributions. Through their colored edges, Wang tiles enforce continuity with
their direct neighbors. However, Wang tiles do not directly constrain their diagonal neighbors. This leads to continuity problems
near tile corners, a problem commonly known as the corner problem. Corner tiles, on the other hand, do impose restrictions on
their diagonal neighbors, and thus are not subject to the corner problem. In this article we show that previous applications
of Wang tiles can also be done using corner tiles, but that corner tiles have distinct advantages for each of these applications.
Compared to Wang tiles, corner tiles are easier to tile, textures synthesized with corner tiles contain more samples from the
original texture, corner tiles reduce the required texture memory by a factor of two for tile-based texture mapping, and Poisson
disk distributions generated with corner tiles have better spectral properties. Corner tiles result in cleaner, simpler, and more
efficient applications.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation; I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]:
Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Color, shading, shadowing, and texture
General Terms: Algorithms
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Wang tiles, corner tiles, tiling, texture synthesis, tile-based texture mapping, Poisson disk
distributions

1.

INTRODUCTION

Computer graphics is often concerned with the synthesis of complex signals, such as textures and
Poisson disk distributions. Wang tiles are an important tool to facilitate the generation of such signals.
Wang tiles are square tiles with colored edges, placed randomly next to each other such that adjoining
edges have matching colors. Instead of synthesizing a complex signal directly, the signal is constructed
over a set of Wang tiles, consistent with the continuity constraints imposed by the colored edges. This is
usually more difficult than synthesizing the signal directly, but once a tile set is constructed, arbitrary
large nonperiodic quantities of this signal can be generated very efficiently by stochastically tiling the
Wang tiles.
The colored edges, however, do not guarantee continuity of the signal near tile corners. Any two
Wang tiles can be put diagonally to each other by adding two suitable tiles to complete the tiling.
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Fig. 1. The complete set of corner tiles over two colors.

Fig. 2. The corner problem; (a) Wang tiles only enforce continuity with their four direct neighbors and do not constrain their
diagonal neighbors; (b) corner tiles enforce continuity with all their neighbors. Note that there is also no analogous mid-edge
problem.

This problem, called the corner problem, complicates construction methods and causes unwanted artifacts in the generated signals.
In this article we propose corner tiles, that is, square tiles with colored corners. Figure 1 shows a
complete set of corner tiles over two colors. Corner tiles are similar to Wang tiles, but their colored
corners ensure continuity of the signal over both tile edges and corners, thus avoiding the corner
problem. This is illustrated in Figure 2. We revisit the most important applications of Wang tiles. We
show that corner tiles have substantial advantages for each of these applications and that corner tiles
result in cleaner, simpler, and more efficient applications.
1.1

Contributions

The main contributions of this work are the introduction of corner tiles, tiling algorithms for corner
tiles, and an improvement of the important applications of Wang tiles. We show that in comparison
with Wang tiles, corner tiles have the following advantages:
—Tiling algorithms for corner tiles are more efficient;
—textures synthesized with corner tiles contain more unique texture samples from the original texture;
—corner tiles reduce the required texture memory by a factor of two and improve the speed of tile-based
texture mapping; and
—Poisson disk distributions generated with corner tiles have better spectral properties, even when
smaller tile sets are used.
We hope that future tile-based applications will consider corner tiles as an alternative to Wang tiles.
1.2

Overview

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss related work. Section
3 introduces corner tiles. In Section 4 we present tiling algorithms for corner tiles. The next three
sections discuss three applications in which the use of corner tiles proves beneficial: texture synthesis
(Section 5), tile-based texture mapping (Section 6), and the generation of Poisson disk distributions
(Section 7). We conclude and give directions for future work in Section 8.
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BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section we briefly sketch the background of Wang tiles, discuss previous applications of Wang
tiles in the field of computer graphics, and review related work in Poisson disk distributions and texture
synthesis.
2.1

Wang Tiles

Wang tiles originated in the field of discrete mathematics. They were first proposed by Hao Wang in
1961 [Wang1961, 1965]. In his article, Wang conjectured that aperiodic tile sets, tile sets that do not
admit periodic tilings, did not exist. Berger refuted this conjecture in 1966, and constructed the first
aperiodic set of Wang tiles, counting 20,426 tiles [Berger 1966]. This number was reduced repeatedly,
often by well-known scientists such as Donald Knuth [1968]. The smallest aperiodic set of Wang tiles
consists of 13 tiles over 5 colors [Culik 1996]. For more information about aperiodic tilings, we refer the
reader to Grünbaum and Shepard [1986] and Glassner [1999, Chapter 12].
2.2

Applications of Wang Tiles in Computer Graphics

Wang tiles were introduced in the field of computer graphics by Stam [1997], who filled the tiles with
procedurally generated textures. Shade et al. [2000] and Hiller et al. [2001] used Wang tiles to generate
Poisson disk distributions. The latter approach was later adopted by Cohen and collaborators, in an
article that popularized Wang tiles in the field of computer graphics [Cohen et al. 2003]. The same article
introduced a method for texture synthesis using Wang tiles. Tile-based texture mapping on graphics
hardware was first proposed by Wei [2004]. Fu and Leung [2005] recently extended texture tiling to
arbitrary topological surfaces. Lagae and Dutré [2005a] presented an improved method for generating
Poisson disk distributions and a procedural object distribution function based on Wang tiles.
2.3

Poisson Disk Distributions

Poisson disk distributions were introduced in the field of computer graphics to solve the aliasing problem. Dippé and Wold [1985], Cook [1986], and Mitchell [1987] introduced nonuniform sampling to
turn structured aliasing artifacts into featureless noise. The Poisson disk distribution was identified as
one of the best sampling patterns. Their work was based on studies of photoreceptor sampling in the
retina [Yellot 1983]. Besides sampling, Poisson disk distributions are also used for geometry instancing
[Deussen et al. 1998], object distribution for illustration [Secord et al. 2002], and procedural texturing
[Lagae and Dutré 2005a].
Poisson disk distributions are traditionally generated using an expensive dart throwing algorithm
[Cook 1986]. Fast methods that generate approximate Poisson disk distributions were proposed by
various authors [Dippé and Wold 1985; Mitchell 1991]. McCool and Fiumé [1992] presented an approach
that generates a hierarchical Poisson disk distribution and introduced Lloyd’s relaxation scheme [1982]
to optimize the generated distribution.
In 1985, Dippé and Wold suggested replicating a precomputed tile with Poisson disk distributed
points across the plane. The first tile-based approach for generating Poisson disk distributions is an
extension of dart throwing to Wang tiles, and is due to Shade et al. [2000]. Hiller et al. [2001] extended Lloyd’s [1982] relaxation scheme to Wang tiles. This method was later adopted by Cohen et al.
[2003]. Ostromoukhov et al. [2004] proposed a method to generate point distributions with blue noise
properties over a given density based on Penrose tiles and Lloyd’s [1982] relaxation scheme. Recently,
Lagae and Dutré [2005a] presented an improved tile-based method for generating Poisson disk distributions, and studied the requirements for generating tiled distributions with good spectral properties
[Lagae and Dutré 2005b].
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Fig. 3. A 4 × 6 tiling generated from the complete set of corner tiles over three colors.

2.4

Texture Synthesis

Texture synthesis has become a popular area of research within computer graphics, and a complete
survey of related work is beyond the scope of this article. For an overview, we refer to Liu et al. [2004]
and Kwatra et al. [2005]. Most techniques for texture synthesis are region growing methods, such
as pixel-based [DeBonet 1997; Efros and Leung 1999; Wei and Levoy 2000] and patch-based texture
synthesis [Efros and Freeman 2001; Liang et al. 2001; Cohen et al. 2003; Kwatra et al. 2003] or global
methods, such as the work of Heeger and Bergen [1995] and Kwatra et al. [2005]. The texture synthesis
technique presented in this article can be classified as a patch-based method.
2.5

Tiles with Colored Corners

Cohen et al. [2003] first identified the corner problem. They superimpose corner markings on a Wang
tile set in an attempt to solve the problem. Although this allows the synthesis of textures with different
densities, the corner problem remains: For a given corner marking, any two tiles can be put diagonally
next to each other. They do not make the observation that the edge colors should be dropped altogether
to adequately solve the corner problem.
Neyret and Cani [1999] use triangular tiles with edge and corner colors to generate pattern-based
textures over a triangle mesh, in the spirit of Stam [1997].
Tiles with colored corners have, to our knowledge, not been used previously in computer graphics (or
other domains) in the same way as in this article, except by Ng et al. [2005]. They presented a technique
for assembling a set of tiles similar to corner tiles from an input texture to synthesize larger textures.
We adopt their method in this work.
3.

CORNER TILES

Corner tiles are defined analogous to Wang tiles. Corner tiles are unit square tiles with colored corners,
and similarly to Wang tiles, have a fixed orientation. A corner tile set is a finite set of corner tiles, and
the set is complete if it contains one corner tile for each possible combination of colors. Thus, a complete
set of corner tiles over C colors consists of C 4 tiles. Figure 1 shows all 16 tiles of the complete corner tile
set over two colors. A tiling is constructed by placing the tiles next to each other such that adjoining
corners have matching colors. Each tile in the tile set can be used arbitrarily many times. Figure 3
shows a tiling using tiles from the complete set of corner tiles over three colors.
In this article we use the following conventions. Analogous to Wang tiles, we name the corners of
corner tiles after the compass headings northeast (NE), southeast (SE), southwest (SW), and northwest
(NW). The C colors are represented by the integers 0, 1, . . . , C − 1. The illustrations in this article use
the colors red, yellow, green, and cyan for, respectively, 0, 1, 2, and 3.
Most applications of corner tiles require an enumeration of all tiles in a tile set. We found the following
scheme to be convenient. Corner tiles are uniquely determined by their corner colors cNE , cSE , cSW , and
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Fig. 4. A Wang tile set of 16 tiles over four colors equivalent to the complete set of corner tiles over two colors shown in Figure 1.

cNW . Corner tiles can thus be represented as the 4-digit base-C numbers cNE cSE cSW cNW , or decimal
integers 0, 1, . . . , C 4 − 1. A base conversion switches between the corner colors and tile index. For
example, the tile index of the tile with corner colors cNE , cSE , cSW , and cNW is given by
((cNE C + cSE )C + cSW )C + cNW .

(1)

We use a similar scheme to enumerate Wang tiles.
Corner tiles are not just an ad hoc extension of Wang tiles. The tiles are sound also from a discrete
mathematical point of view. For example, we have recently shown that it is possible to construct aperiodic
sets of corner tiles [Lagae et al. 2006]. The smallest aperiodic set of corner tiles consists of 44 tiles over
six colors. Corner tiles are also closely related to Wang tiles. Every corner tile set can be transformed
into an equivalent Wang tile set by encoding any combination of two corner colors into an edge color
(squaring the number of colors). Figure 4 shows an example. The opposite, however, in generally not
possible.
4.

TILING ALGORITHMS FOR CORNER TILES

Applications in computer graphics require random or stochastic tilings, such as that shown in
Figure 3. Stochastic tilings are inherently nonperiodic. For practical applications, the stronger mathematical guarantee of (provable) aperiodicity is not needed. There are two kinds of stochastic tiling
algorithms: scanline and direct.
4.1

Scanline Stochastic Tiling

A scanline stochastic tiling algorithm for Wang tiles was introduced by Cohen et al. [2003]. The tiles are
placed in scanline order, from west to east, and from north to south. The Wang tile set is constructed
to contain at least two tiles for each possible combination of north and west colors. Each time a tile is
chosen from the tile set to fill out the next position in the scanline, the selection is made at random.
Extending this algorithm to corner tiles is straightforward: A stochastic tiling is always possible if a
complete corner tile set over (at least) two colors is used because the tile set contains at least two tiles
for each combination of northeast, southwest, and northwest colors.
4.2

Direct Stochastic Tiling

The scanline stochastic tiling algorithm must store the complete tiling. However, many applications
require the evaluation of a tiling locally, without explicitly constructing and storing the tiling up to this
point. To solve this problem, direct stochastic tiling algorithms for Wang tiles have been proposed [Wei
2004; Lagae and Dutré 2005a].
We present the following algorithm for corner tiles. Without loss of generality, assume that the tiles
are placed with their corners on the integer lattice points, and that the coordinates of a tile are the
coordinates of its SW corner. Similar to direct stochastic tiling algorithms for Wang tiles, the algorithm
for corner tiles is based on a hash function h(x, y) that associates a random color with each integer
lattice point. The corner colors of the tile at coordinates (x, y) are given by h(x + 1, y + 1), h(x + 1, y),
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Fig. 5. Tile construction for texture synthesis; (a) for each color, a square patch is chosen in the input texture (the red, green,
and yellow patch); (b) the patches are assembled according to corner colors; (c) the tile is cut out; and (d) the seam is covered with
a new irregular patch from the input texture (the gray patch).

h(x, y), and h(x, y + 1). The tile index is obtained with a base conversion, as explained in the previous
section. We commonly use a hash function based on a permutation table [Perlin 2002; Ebert et al. 2002]
because such hash functions are both easy to implement and efficient, but in practice, any hash function
can be used. If P is a zero-based table containing a random permutation of the integers 0, 1, . . . , N − 1,
then the hash function is defined as
h(x, y) = P [(P [x%N ] + y)%N ]%C,

(2)

in which % is the modulo division and N is the permutation table size. Moderate table sizes (256 or
less) are commonly used. Note that with this particular choice of hash function, the tiling will have a
period of (N , N ). This is not necessarily a disadvantage, as it allows tilings over cylindric and toroidal
topologies.
Figure 3 shows a tiling obtained with the direct stochastic tiling algorithm, and the accompanying
video1 shows tilings of several thousands of tiles for tile sets over two, three and four colors.
4.3

Discussion

The direct stochastic tiling algorithm for corner tiles is cleaner and more efficient than similar algorithms for Wang tiles. One of the latter, presented by Lagae and Dutré [2005a], is also based on random
colors generated at integer lattice points. However, the algorithm needs to compute edge colors from
these corner colors. The algorithm for corner tiles uses the corner colors right away, with no additional
computation, and is therefore faster. At first sight this difference might seem small, but it matters, for
example, in GPU implementations and efficient implementations of texture basis functions.
5.

TEXTURE SYNTHESIS

A technique for assembling a set of corner tiles from an input texture so as to synthesize larger textures
was recently introduced by Ng et al. [2005]. We adopt their method in this article, and adjust it to our
corner tile sets and tiling algorithms.
5.1

Tile Construction

For each corner color, a square patch is chosen at random from the input texture. Each tile is constructed
by combining the four patches corresponding to the corner colors. This leaves a cross-shaped seam that
is covered with a new diamond-shaped irregular patch from the input texture. This patch is optimized
using the graph cut technique [Kwatra et al. 2003], and is restricted to lie in the circle inscribed in
the tile. The process of tile construction is depicted in Figure 5. Figures 7 and 8 show several texture
synthesis results. The accompanying video shows tilings of several thousands of tiles. Note that in
contrast to [Ng et al. 2005], we generate complete sets of corner tiles.
1 http://www.cs.kuleuven.be/∼ares/.
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Fig. 6. Patch combination strategies; (a) the method of Cohen et al. [2003]; (b) a variant introduced by Burke; (c) a straightforward
extension of (a) to corner tiles; and (d) the method used in this article. This last method is the only one that introduces new texture
samples in each tile.

Fig. 7. Texture synthesis with corner tiles; (a) the input texture; (b) a complete set of corner tiles over two colors, constructed
from the input texture (the tiles are in the same order as in Figure 1); (c) a new texture synthesized with this set; and (d) a
texture synthesized with a complete set of corner tiles over three colors.

5.2

Discussion

This approach is simple and works well, and the quality of results is similar to those of other patchbased techniques. Textures synthesized with corner tiles are usually more similar to the input texture
than those synthesized with Wang tiles. This is because the center of each corner tile is covered with a
new irregular patch from the input texture. Therefore, each corner tile contains unique texture samples
from the input texture. As illustrated in Figure 6, this is not the case for Wang tiles.
Unwanted artifacts in the synthesized textures are typically located where patches meet. This is at
the corners for Wang tiles and in the middle of edges for corner tiles. In this respect, Wang and corner
tiles are similar (see Ng et al. [2005] for a more detailed comparison).
An exciting advantage of tile-based texture synthesis is that its process is broken up into a preprocess
in which the tiles are constructed, and a real-time part in which a new texture is synthesized. Once a
set of tiles is constructed, an arbitrary large amount of textures can be synthesized very efficiently by
generating a tiling. We explore this topic further in the next section.
6.

TILE-BASED TEXTURE MAPPING

One of the advantages of tile-based texture synthesis is that a new texture can be synthesized in real
time. In this section, we discuss the advantages of corner tiles over Wang tiles for tile-based texture
mapping on graphics hardware, as introduced by Wei [2004].
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Fig. 8. Texture synthesis results. The textures are synthesized by tiling 4 × 4 tiles from a complete corner tile set over two or
three colors.

6.1

Tile-Based Texture Mapping on the GPU

Tile-based texture mapping takes as input a complete set of tiles filled with a texture. A fragment
program running on the GPU uses a direct stochastic tiling algorithm to generate an arbitrarily large
and nonperiodic texture from the tiles in real time.
Because texture units are a scarce resource on graphics hardware, all the tiles of the tile set are
packed into a single square texture, called a tile packing. To minimize texture memory usage, each tile
in the tile set should appear exactly once in the tile packing, and in order to avoid the discontinuity
artifacts introduced by texture filtering, the tile packing should also be a valid tiling. This is because
texture sampling uses texels from adjacent tiles (see Wei [2004] for more details).
In general, tile-based texture mapping algorithms only use complete tile sets. This is because a
complete tile set over C colors counts C 4 tiles, which can easily be packed into a square texture using
a C 2 × C 2 tiling.
6.2

The Tile Packing Problem

Formally, the tile packing problem consists of arranging a complete set of C 4 tiles in a C 2 × C 2 toroidal
configuration such that adjoining edges or corners have matching colors. A tile packing is an essential
ingredient of the tile-based texture mapping algorithm. If a tile packing is not used, texture filtering
will introduce discontinuity artifacts [Wei 2004].
In a single dimension, Wang tiles (as well as corner tiles) can be seen as dominoes. The equivalent
problem is to arrange all domino tiles into a single circular train. This problem is well-studied in the
field of recreational mathematics. A solution based on graph theory is given in the classic work of
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 25, No. 4, October 2006.
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Ball [1926]. Wei [2004] observed that a solution for the Wang tile packing problem is given by the outer
product of two 1D tile packings.
Although tiles with colored edges and problems similar to the Wang tile packing problem were studied
before in the field of recreational mathematics [MacMahon 1921], corner tiles and the corner tile packing
problem have not been examined. The method for constructing a Wang tile packing also does not seem
to extend to corner tiles because the latter are more restrictive than Wang tiles. It was not clear whether
the corner tile packing problem even had a solution. We therefore decided to tackle the problem using
combinatorial search methods. A simple exhaustive search or generate-and-test method is not practical:
For C colors, the tiles can be arranged in C 4 ! ways, which equals approximately 2.09 × 1013 for C = 2
and 5.80 × 10120 for C = 3. Instead, we use a backtracking method that places one tile at a time until a
dead-end is reached, at which point the previous steps are retraced. With the backtracking algorithm,
we are able to compute Wang and corner tile packings for two, three, and four colors. A solution for C
colors can often be found more quickly by starting from a solution of C − 1 colors. This way, a recursive
tile packing is obtained. A recursive corner tile packing for four colors is shown in Figure 9. Some of
these tile packings took almost one year of CPU time to compute on a cluster with 400 2.4 GHz CPUs.
More solutions and a description of the implementation of our parallel backtracking algorithm can be
found in Lagae and Dutré [2006b].
6.3

Implementation and Results

The tile-based texture mapping algorithm runs as a fragment program on the GPU. The tile coordinates
of an incoming fragment with texture coordinates (s, t) are given by (s, t). The direct stochastic
tiling algorithm is used to determine the tile index. The permutation table and tile packing can be
implemented as a 1D texture or constant array in the fragment program. The texture coordinates
within the tile are given by (s − s, t − t). The tile index and packing are used to compute texture
coordinates for the tile packing texture. For more implementation details, we refer to Wei [2004] and
Lefebvre and Neyret [2003]. Our interactive application runs at several hundred frames per second on
a NVidia GeForce 7800 GTX graphics card. Figure 10 shows several results.
6.4

Discussion

To avoid the corner problem, the approach for tile-based texture mapping by Wei [2004] requires a
second Wang tile packing that contains all possible corner configurations of the Wang tile set. This
additional texture is used for texture lookups close to tile corners. Because corner tiles are not subject
to the corner problem, only the texture that contains the tile packing is needed. Compared to the original
method of Wei [2004], our algorithm thus reduces the required texture memory by a factor of two and
saves one texture unit. This is an important advantage, as reducing texture memory usage is the main
goal of tile-based texture mapping. Our algorithm also runs faster because the tiling algorithm for
corner tiles is simpler and more efficient than equivalent algorithms for Wang tiles. Corner tiles reduce
the cost of tile-based texture mapping to almost that of regular texture mapping. This is a significant
saving for real-time and interactive applications.
Corner tile packings are more difficult to compute than Wang tile packings. Fortunately, they have
to be computed only once. People who want to use the texture mapping algorithm based on corner tiles
do not have to implement the algorithm to compute a tile packing; the solution shown in Figure 9 can
be used.
7.

POISSON DISK DISTRIBUTIONS

As a last application of corner tiles, we discuss the generation of Poisson disk distributions. Poisson disk
distributions are uniform point distributions in which all points are separated by a minimum distance.
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Fig. 9. A tile packing of the complete set of corner tiles over four colors. This tile packing is recursive: Solutions for one, two,
and three colors are embedded in the lower left corner. Note that all these tile packings are toroidal.

Half this distance is called the radius r of the distribution. If a disk of this radius is placed at each
point, then no two disks overlap.
Poisson disk distributions have many applications in computer graphics. Unfortunately, they are
expensive to generate. Tile-based approaches such as that we present here try to solve this problem.
Once a Poisson disk distribution is generated over a tile set, arbitrary large Poisson disk distributions
can be generated in real time. However, generating a Poisson disk distribution over a tile set is typically
very hard.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 25, No. 4, October 2006.
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Fig. 10. Tile-based texture mapping on graphics hardware. Screenshots from our interactive tile-based texture mapping application based on corner tiles. Texture filtering does not introduce discontinuity artifacts because a tile packing was used.

Fig. 11. Tile regions; (a) the Poisson disk radius determines corner and edge regions; (b) a close-up of (a); (c) the regions are
modified so that points in different edge regions do not affect each other; (d) a close-up of (c).

In this section we present our method for tile-based generation of Poisson disk distributions. We show
how to construct a Poisson disk distribution over a set of corner tiles, and compare our method with
previous techniques.
7.1

Tile Construction

For constructing a Poisson disk distribution over a set of corner tiles, we have adapted the approach of
Lagae and Dutré [2005a].
The points near edges of tiles constrain points in one neighboring tile, and points near corners of tiles
affect points in three neighboring tiles. The Poisson disk radius divides a tile into corner regions, edge
regions, and an interior region. As illustrated in Figure 11, the corner regions are slightly enlarged in
order to make the distance between edge regions 2r. Hence, points in edge regions only affect points in
corner regions.
A set of corner tiles marked with tile regions produces a new type of tiling, illustrated in Figure 12.
There are three different types of tiles: octagonal corner tiles that correspond to the union of four corner
regions, edge tiles that correspond to the union of two edge regions, and interior tiles that correspond to
interior regions. A complete tile set over C colors results in C octagonal corner tiles, C 2 horizontal and
vertical edge tiles, and C 4 interior tiles. In contrast to Lagae and Dutré [2005a], we will first construct
a Poisson disk distribution over the corner tiles, and then over edge tiles. Figure 15 illustrates the
process.
First, a Poisson disk distribution is constructed over a corner (Figure 13(a)). The number of points
per tile N is chosen. For each corner tile, a toroidal Poisson disk distribution of N points is generated
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Fig. 12. A tiling constructed by interpreting the tile regions as markings on a set of corner tiles, generated from the tiling shown
in Figure 3.

Fig. 13. Construction of a Poisson disk distribution over an octagonal corner tile.

Fig. 14. Construction of a Poisson disk distribution over an edge tile.

using dart throwing (Figure 13(b)), optionally followed by Lloyd’s relaxation [1982] (Figure 13(c)).
The corner tile is then cut out of the distribution (Figure 13(d)).
The edge tiles are constructed by starting from appropriate corner tiles (Figure 14(a)), and generating a toroidal Poisson disk distribution of the same density using dart throwing (Figure 14(b)), also
optionally followed by Lloyd’s relaxation (Figure 14(c)). No new points are added in the corner tiles,
and during relaxation, points are prohibited to enter the corner tiles. The edge tile is then cut out of
the distribution (Figure 14(d)).
The final tiles are constructed by assembling the appropriate configuration of four octagonal corner
tiles and four edge tiles (Figure 15(a)). This assembly is embedded in a toroidal Poisson disk distribution
generated with dart throwing (Figure 15(b)), optionally followed by Lloyd’s relaxation (Figure 15(c)).
The tile is then cut out of the Poisson disk distribution (Figure 15(d)). The number of points added to
the interior of the tile is chosen to bring the total number of points in the tile to N . The points outside
the tile serve as a buffer for the relaxation. Figure 16 shows a Poisson disk distribution generated using
corner tiles.
Although the difference between this approach and that described in Lagae and Dutré [2005a] is
relatively small, the increase in quality of the resulting Poisson disk distributions is large. Tile sets
obtained with this method are also significantly smaller than those obtained with the method of Lagae
and Dutré [2005a] (C 4 versus C 12 ).
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Fig. 15. Construction of a Poisson disk distribution over a tile.

Fig. 16. A 4 × 4 tiling of corner-based Poisson disk tiles, and the resulting Poisson disk distribution.

7.2

Analysis

Analyzing Poisson disk distributions is typically done using radius statistics and spectral analysis.
These measures cover a wide range of applications.
7.2.1 Radius Specification.
Rather than providing the radius as an absolute value, it is expressed

as a fraction ρ ∈ 0 · · · 1 of the maximum radius rmax that can be attained when distributing N points
over the (toroidal) unit square [Lagae and Dutré 2005a]. The maximum radius is given by
√
rmax = (2 3 N )−1/2 .
(3)
The relative radius ρ is independent of the number of points and size of the domain of the Poisson disk
distribution. Poisson disk distributions have a relative radius that is large (ρ ≥ 0.65), but not (ρ ≤ 0.85)
because regularity must be avoided.
7.2.2 Spectral Analysis. We analyze Poisson disk distributions with the technique introduced by
Ulichney [1987]. The power spectrum of the distribution is estimated by averaging periodograms. The
periodogram of a Poisson disk distribution is the magnitude squared of the Fourier transform of the
distribution. Two 1D statistics are derived from the power spectrum. The first is the radially averaged
power spectrum obtained by averaging the power spectrum estimate in concentric annuli. This power
spectrum should follow the typical blue noise spectrum. The second statistic is the anisotropy, defined
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as the sample variance of the frequency samples within an annulus. The anisotropy should be low,
indicating good radial symmetry. The spectral analysis of a Poisson disk distribution generated with
dart throwing and Lloyd’s relaxation [1982] is shown in Figure 18(a).
7.3

Discussion

In this subsection we compare our corner-based Poisson disk tiles with the two previous approaches,
Hiller’s Poisson disk tiles [Hiller et al. 2001] (adopted in Cohen et al. [2003]) and edge-based Poisson
disk tiles [Lagae and Dutré 2005a], in terms of radius, number of points per tile, number of tiles, and
spectral properties.
7.3.1 Radius. We have reviewed the original data of Hiller et al. [2001] and found that the radius
of Poisson disk distributions generated with these tiles is relatively low (often ρ ≈ 0.40 or even less).
This low radius is caused by samples near the tile boundary, indicating convergence problems with the
relaxation scheme. Edge-based Poisson disk tiles [Lagae and Dutré 2005a] and our corner-based Poisson
disk tiles are capable of generating Poisson disk distributions with a high radius (up to ρ = 0.85).
7.3.2 Number of Tiles and Number of Points per Tile. Recent studies [Lagae and Dutré 2005b,
2006a] showed that 32 points per tile and 32 tiles are needed to produce Poisson disk distributions with
acceptable spectral properties, and that 256 tiles usually result in Poisson disk distributions with good
spectral properties. Hiller et al. [2001] use a set of eight Poisson disk tiles, significantly lower than
the aforementioned bounds. Their construction method will also not handle larger tile sets due to the
previously described convergence problems. A set of edge-based Poisson disk tiles [Lagae and Dutré
2005a] over C colors consists of C 12 tiles. The only practical choice for C is two. This results in a set
of 4,096 tiles, which is much more than needed. A set of corner-based Poisson disk tiles over C colors
consists of only C 4 tiles. For three, four, and five colors this results in 81, 256, and 525 tiles, respectively.
This is close to the ideal number of tiles, and leaves room for trading spectral quality for tile set size.
The difference between C 4 for corner tiles and C 12 for Wang tiles is a clear example of how the corner
problem complicates construction methods and causes combinatorial explosions.
7.3.3 Spectral Analysis. Figures 17 and 18 show the spectral analysis of corner tiles and several
techniques for generating Poisson disk distributions. As in Ulichney [1987], the spectral estimates in
this article were produced by averaging ten periodograms. Therefore, an anisotropy of −10 dB should
be considered background noise, and a reference line at −10 dB appears in all anisotropy plots. Each
distribution counts 16,384 (or approximately) points. All spectra and plots are at the same scale. The
width of the annuli is one sample, and the radially averaged power spectrum is normalized. The highmagnitude DC peak has been removed from all plots. The power spectrum images were tone mapped
with a logarithmic tone mapper, using the same settings for all images.
The spectral analysis of a Poisson disk distribution generated with dart throwing and Lloyd’s relaxation (Figure 18(a)) and a uniform distribution (Figure 18(b)) are included as reference.
Compared to the reference power spectrum, the power spectra of our corner-based Poisson disk tiles
(Figure 17(a)–(j)) are significantly better than the power spectra of Hiller et al.’s Poisson disk tiles [2001]
(Figure 18(c) and (d)) and edge-based Poisson disk tiles [Lagae and Dutré 2005a] (Figure 18(g) and (h)).
The power spectra of tiled Poisson disk distributions reveal the underlying tiling through a regular
pattern of spikes. These are caused by using only a limited number of tiles, and by tiles that have
points at the same location near the tile boundary. Note that in previous work, the spectral analysis
was often performed with annuli that were too wide, effectively smoothing graphs and hiding spikes.
For corner-based Poisson disk tiles, the spikes are much lower than those of alternate approaches.
This is because corner-based Poisson disk tiles allow additional different edge configurations. A set
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Fig. 17. Spectral analysis of tiled Poisson disk distributions generated with corner tiles. The number of colors C and number of
points per tile N are indicated. Tile sets over four, five, six, seven, and eight colors consist of, respectively, 256, 625, 1296, 2401,
and 4096 tiles. The tiled Poisson disk distributions with 32 and 64 points per tile were generated by tiling, respectively, 23 × 23
and 16 × 16 tiles.

of edge-based Poisson disk tiles over C colors results in only C different edge configurations and C 4
different corner configurations, while a set of corner-based Poisson disk tiles over C colors results in
C 2 edge configurations and C corner configurations. Because the expected number of points in corner
regions is much smaller than in edge regions (e.g., ≈ 3 points in corner regions versus ≈ 10 points in
edge regions for N = 64 and ρ = 0.75), more variation in edge configurations is preferable to more
variation in corner configurations. The fact that edge-based Poisson disk tile sets are much larger than
those of corner-based for the same number of colors amplifies this difference significantly.
We have also included a comparison with the approach of Ostromoukhov et al. [2004]. Because their
method is deterministic, we could only compute a periodogram, instead of a power spectrum estimate
(Figure 18(e)). The spikes therein form a star-like pattern, revealing the underlying Penrose tiling.
We have included a periodogram of a Poisson disk distribution generated with our corner-based Poisson
disk tiles as a reference (Figure 18(f)). The periodogram of Ostromoukhov et al.’s [2004] approach is not
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Fig. 18. Spectral analysis of Poisson disk distributions generated with (a) dart throwing and Lloyd’s relaxation; (c) and (d) Hiller
et al.’s Poisson disk tiles; (e) Ostromoukhov et al.’s method, and (g) and (h) edge-based Poisson disk tiles. Also shown is (b) the
spectral analysis of a uniform distribution, and (f) a reference for (e). For tiled Poisson disk distributions, the number of points per
tile N is indicated. The tiled Poisson disk distributions with 32, 63, and 64 points per tile were generated by tiling, respectively,
23 × 23, 16 × 16, and 16 × 16 tiles. The edge-based tile set over two colors was used for (g) and (e) counts 4,096 tiles.

that good, but the method does allow us to generate Poisson disk distributions with varying density.
More details about the comparison of methods for generating Poisson disk distributions can be found
in Lagae and Dutré [2006a].
The corner-based Poisson disk tiles we present produce Poisson disk distributions with a high radius
and good spectral properties. They can be used to improve existing applications of Poisson disk distributions, such as sampling, geometry instancing [Deussen et al. 1998], object distribution for illustration
[Secord et al. 2002], and procedural texturing [Lagae and Dutré 2005a].
8.

CONCLUSION

In this article we have introduced corner tiles as an alternative for Wang tiles. In contrast to Wang
tiles, corner tiles guarantee continuity over tile corners, as well as tile edges, and are not subject to the
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corner problem. We have proposed a simple and efficient direct stochastic tiling algorithm for corner
tiles. We also have revisited existing applications of Wang tiles, and we have shown that corner tiles have
significant advantages over Wang tiles. Textures synthesized with corner tiles contain more samples
from the original texture, corner tiles reduce the required texture memory by a factor of two for tilebased texture mapping, and Poisson disk distributions generated with corner tiles have better spectral
properties, even when using smaller tile sets. Corner tiles result in cleaner, simpler, and more efficient
applications. We hope that future tile-based applications will consider corner tiles as an alternative for
Wang tiles.
There are several opportunities for future work. It would be interesting to construct tiles that allow
efficient generation of Poisson disk distributions over a given density, in the spirit of Ostromoukhov
et al. [2004]. We would also like to extend corner tiles to 3D. A possible application is a solid version of
the texture basis function of Lagae and Dutré [2005a]. We are also interested in employing advanced
texture synthesis methods such as those of Liu et al. [2004] and Kwatra et al. [2005] for synthesizing a
texture over a set of corner tiles. Finally, we would like to find a closed-form solution for the corner tile
packing problem.
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